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WAR
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Brotherhood
& % of Arabs living in Israel and European trash

Moshe Siselsender
PREVENT STABBINGS
When Arab TRASH STABS A Jew or shoots a Jew do not arrest trash. When he raises his hands above his head shoot him or else stab him to death. Trash is not to be
extended humane rights. You take prisoners from soldiers who follow the rules of war. The rules explicitly forbid killing civilians. When the enemy kills civilians he no longer is to be given the benefits
of surrendering as a prisoner of war. Soldiers of war who wear civilian clothes are shot as spies. Arab trash –terrorists should be shot when surrendering.
Arab Trash – including THOSE IN THE KNESET
CHERRY PICK THOSE ARTICLES OF DEMOCRACY THAT ENABLE ARAB TRASH TO KILL JEWS.
“SHOOTING A TERRORIST IS EXTRA
JUDICIAL EXECUTION”
WHAT ABOUT THE TERRORIST STABBING A JEW OR SHOOTING A JEW OR RAMMING HIS CAR INTO A JEW?
WHAT IS THAT ? IS IT NOT EXTRA JUDICIAL EXECUTION?
“KILLING JEWS IS A PRIVILEGE AND RIGHT FOR PALESTINIANS. THAT IS NOT NEGOTIABLE”

KING SHAUL WAS DEPOSED BY GOD BECAUSE HE TOOK AMALEK PRISONER
RATHER THAN EXTRA JUDICIAL EXECUTION. AMALEK WAS A MURDERER see Bible Samuel "NETZECH ISRAEL LO YISHAKER. THE ETERNAL OF ISRAEL DOES NOT LIE" SAMUEL -1 15:29
SEE ALSO SAMUEL I 15:17-35

JEWS TODAY ARE PROHIBITED UNDER PENALTY OF DEATH TO SHOW ANY COMPASSION TO MURDERERS.
MUST BE KILLED-MURDERED.

WHEN JEWS SHOW MERCY TO KILLERS THEY BECOME ACCESSORIES TO THE MURDER BY ARABS OF MORE JEWS.
The only way to remain alive is to carry a weapon.

The Biblical Isaac blessed Essau “YOU WILL LIVE BY THE SWORD.” That blessing must be internalized by Jacob – Jews - if he/ she
is to remain alive in our time in Israel. Until the Messiah comes if we want to remain alive we must live by the sword. This situation will remain until the Messiah comes. EVEN THEN MESSIAH WILL
BRING PEACE BECAUSE OF HIS SUPERIOR STRENGTH IN KILLING THE ENEMIES OF THE JEWS. PEOPLE WILL THEN NOT JUST SURRENDER. HE WILL BE OPPOSED. HE WILL NOT GET JEWISH
ENEMIES TO AGREE TO HIS JURISDICTION. HE WILL DO WHAT FRANCISCO FRANCO DID, SPAIN, FOLLOWING THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR IN 1938, FRANCISCO FRANCO HERDED 100,000
SURRENDERED PRISONERS AND SHOT ALL OF THEM. A DEAD PRISONER IS THE ONLY GOOD PRISONER.
WHEN ANY ONE DARED REBEL AGAINST HIS RULE. Francisco Franco crushed the head of the
rebel. AT THE END OF WORLD WAR II ONE MILLION GERMAN SOLDIERS DISAPPEARED IN RUSSIA. THEY WERE STARVED TO DEATH. 12 MILLION ETHNIC GERMANS WERE
EXPELLED FROM RUSSIA POLAND CZECHOSLOVAKIA. 2 MILLION DIED IN TRANSIT. CRUEL? NOT HUMANE? OF COURSE. BUT IN THAT WAY RUSSIA POLAND CZECHOSLOVAKIA GOT
RID OF A FESTERING CANCER, HITHER USED THE ETHNIC GERMANS LIVING IN RUSSIA POLAND AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA AS PRETENSE TO INVADE RUSSIA POLAND AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
JEWS MUST DO THE SAME AS THE ALLIES AFTER WORLD WAR II EXPEL ALL ARABS TO SYRIA. FROM THERE THEY WILL FLOW TO EUROPE. IN EUROPE THEY WILL STAB SHOOT AND RAM TO DEATH.
THE EUROPEAN TRASH, WHO SUPPORT THE PALESTINIAN MURDERS.

We will be helped by God ONLY IF WE HELP OURSELVES AND ARE MORE CRUEL TO ARAB TRASH THAN THEY ARE
TO US. FORCE AND IMMEDIATE DEATH — SUMMARY EXECUTION SENTENCES TO ARAB MURDERERS. IF YOU LIFT A KNIFE OR GUN AGAINST A JEW YOU ARE KILLED IMMEDIATELY OR
LATER. NO PRISONERS.
DO NOT BURY TRASH.
DUMP THEM WITH ALL

THE DOG MANURE
HORSE
HUMAN WASTE.

ARREST ALL ARABS
WHO EXPRESS

SYMPATHY AND CLAIM
THAT MUSLIM

THESE WERES GO.

THEY ARE NOT

HUMAN. THEY
ART VERMIN.

DISEASED.
BROTHERHOOD REPRESENTS THEM. ARREST THEM AND SHIP THEM TO SYRIA. FROM SYRIA THEY WILL RUN TO EUROPE. IN EUROPE LET THEM STAB EUROPEANS.
LET EUROPEANS DEAL WITH THE ARABS. EUROPEAN PARLIMENTS NOW ARE LABELING JEWISH PRODUCE FROM ISRAEL YEHUDAH SHOMRON GOLAN OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM. LET
EUROPEANS REAP THE FRUIT OF THEIR HATRED FOR JEWS. IT IS A BLESSING FROM HEAVEN THAT EUROPEANS DECIDED TO LABEL ISRAELI PRODUCE. THEY SHOW SOLIDARITY WITH THE
ARABS THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD AND THE 44\% or 56\% OR WHATEVER \% OF ARABS WHO SUPPORT THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD WHO OPENLY VOICE THEIR PREFERENCE TO KILL
JEWS. THOSE EUROPEANS WHO DECLARE THEIR SYMPATHY AND BACKING FOR THIS TRASH. ARE TRASH THEMSELVES. BIRDS WHO ARE SIMILAR ONE
TO AN OTHER FLY TOGETHER. THE EUROPEANS WHO SUPPORT ARAB INCITEMENT TO KILL JEWS AND SUPPORT LABELING GOODS FROM HISTORICAL ISREAL IN ORDER TO
STRANGEL ISREAL ARE TRASH.
LET ONE TRASH -THE ARABS IN ISRAEL-COME TO THE OTHER TRASH -THOSE EUROPEANS WHO SUPPORT THEM -WHO SUPPORT THE
LABELING OF ISRAELI GOODS AND LET ONE TRASH NEUTRALIZE THE OTHER TRASH.

NOW THAT THE EUROPEAN ANTI SEMITES WHO SINGLE OUT ISRAEL FROM 100 OTHER COUNTRIES
WHERE THERE EXISTS A TERRITORIAL DEISPUTE-TO ENACT LABELING AND A BOYCOTT ARE TRASH. THE EUROPEAN TRASH HAS NOT FOUND IT NECESSARY TO LABEL THE GOODS FROM THE
OTHER DISPUTED TERRITORIES IN THE WORLD. THEY CHOSE ONLY JEWS- ISRAEL. THE EUROPEAN TRASH IS FOLLOWING IN THE FOOT STEPS OF THE NAZIS AND THE EUROPEANS
SYMPHONY WHO SUPPORTED AND WAS SILENT AND COMPLICIT - WOULD NOT INTERFERE IN THE MURDER OF 6 MILLION JEWS AND 1 MILLION JEWISH CHILDREN DURING 1940-1945.
THEY WANTED TO INSURE THAT AS MANY JEWS AS POSSIBLE GET KILLED. NOW THAT THE EUROPEAN TRASH HAS UNMASKED HIMSELF AND REVEALED THAT HE IS NOTHING ELSE THAN TRASH LET THE
JEWISH STATE ARREST
ALL SYMPATHIZERS OF
THE MUSLIM
BROTHERHOOD AND
SHIP THEM TO SYRIA.
FROM THERE THEY
WILL MAKE THEIR WAY
TO EUROPE. THEY WILL
THEN SHOW THEIR
GRATITUDE TO THE EUROPEAN TRASH BY MURDERING AS MANY EUROPEANS AS POSSIBLE.
NOW IS THE TIME TO ANNEX AREAS C B A IN HISTORICAL ISRAEL.
TOPPLE PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY.

THE HELL WITH THE EUROPEAN TRASH WE DO NOT RECOGNIZE THEM FOR US THEY ARE TRASH. THE EUROPEANS HAVE ALREADY UNMASKED
THEMSELVES. THEY ARE LISTING ISRAELI PRODUCTS TO STRANGEL THE JEWS AND IN THAT WAY ASSIST AND ARE ACCESSORIES TO THE KILLERS OF JEWS. THE EUROPEAN TRASH CAN
NOT DO WORSE. LET US ANNEX HISTORICAL ISRAEL NOW. WE DO NOT NEED THEIR HASKOMO THEIR APPROBATION THEIR RECOGNITION IS NOT NECESSARY JEWS FOR 2000 YEARS HAVE
EXISTED WITHOUT THE RECOGNITION OF EUROPEAN TRASH THIS TRASH HAS MURDERED BILLIONS OF NON JEWS OVER THE LAST 2000 YEARS. THE NEW GENERATION HAS THE SAME DNA AS THEIR
ANCESTORS FOREBEARERS. LET THE ARABS FROM ISRAEL THAT ISRAEL WILL SHIP TO SYRIA FROM THERE THEY WILL MAKE THEIR WAY TO THE HOMELAND OF TRASH WILL KILL TRASH.
THEY ARE NOT HUMANS BUT TRASH.

THE FRIENDS OF THE JEWS WILL UNDERSTAND; IF NOT AGREE. THE HISTORICAL DECLARATION OF THE
JEWS THAT HISTORICAL
ISRAEL BELONGS TO
THE JEWS BY DIVINE
BIBLICAL DECREE AND
COMMAND. SEE BIBLE.
HUNDREDS OF
MILLIONS OF
CHRISTIANS AGREE
AND BELIEVE
ISRAEL IS FOR THE JEWS.
DO IT ANNEX YEHUDAH SHOMRON NOW TODAY.
NETZECH YISROEL LO ISHAKER THE ETERNAL OF ISRAEL DOES NOT LIE.